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About

Music Production

Sound Services

Contact

Innovative music for licensing services.
Bespoke music.
Solutions for music mixing, sound
editing & restoration.
ABOUT
Peter is a conservatory-trained
musician/producer with a
lifetime of professional
experience in performance,
composition and studio work.
His works range from the
electronic and computer based,

through orchestral works and
singer-songwriter genres.
Credits include works for
Discovery Asia, People’s Phone,
Phillips, Toys R Us, UPS, Yoplait
Yogurt, etc.

MUSIC PRODUCTION
Music for licensing:

clear intros and endings for
easy editing.

Peter is building a catalogue of
attractive music in a variety of
styles.

Bespoke music:

Moods:
What are you looking for?
Check out a just a fraction of
the moods and manners that I
can produce.

Many of the tracks include
alternates such as underscore
and rhythm versions. Concise
pieces that include bpm’s and

What are you working on now?
Let’s work together to realize
the perfect soundtrack for your
project. Friendly, responsive
service. References on request.

Rhythmic

Gentle

Fun!

Music Mixing:

Sound Editing, Restoration:

I love all forms of music, and
can bring a unique sensitivity
to your project. Please enquire
for demo’s.

Noisy, damaged production
sound? Dialogue need
finessing?
Need sound effects for a
project? No problem!

Here’s a sample of my
restoration:

SOUND SERVICES

Before

After

CONTACT
peter@gmail.com
+1-203-214-xxxx

Peter Services
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Innovative music for
licensing services.
Bespoke music.
Solutions for music
mixing, sound editing
& restoration.

ABOUT
Peter is a conservatorytrained musician/producer
with a lifetime of
professional experience in
performance, composition
and studio work. His works
range from the electronic
and computer based,
through orchestral works
and singer-songwriter
genres.

MUSIC
PRODUCTION
Music for licensing:
Peter is building a catalogue
of attractive music in a
variety of styles.
Many of the tracks include
alternates such as
underscore and rhythm
versions. Concise pieces that
include bpm’s and clear
intros and endings for easy
editing.
Bespoke music: What are
you working on now? Let’s
work together to realize the
perfect soundtrack for your
project. Friendly, responsive
service. References on
request.
.

Rhythmic

Gentle

Fun!

MUSIC
PRODUCTION
Music Mixing:
I love all forms of music, and
can bring a unique sensitivity
to your project.
Please enquire for demo’s.
Sound Editing, Restoration:
Noisy, damaged production
sound?
Dialogue need finessing?
Need sound effects for a
project? No problem!
Here’s a sample of my
restoration:
Before:

After:
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